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SCANDINAYIA

.fans Andersen's Fairy Tales
•

I .·

The RUGGED CRADLE of the VIKINGS

•

The Story of a People, Who, though now Divided, in Days of Yore were a Single
Hardy Race of Sea Rovers, Lovers of Tales of Gods and H eroes
scANDINA'VIA. As a geographical designa-

•

•

•

and it is only within recent times that there
tion the name Scandinavia is applied to have been Scandinavian writers who may be
Denmark, Sweden, and Norway, the region regarded as world figures.
·
occupied by the latter two being called the
In the old Viking days, to be sure, tales were
Scandinavian Peninsula. The people of these told and songs were sung of war and adventure,
countries are closely related in blood, language, of gods and heroes, and some of these were later
and history, as well as geographical situation. put into writing. Among the oldest impo:r:tant
They belong to the Low German branch of the works that remain are the two collections known
Teutonic race, and are thus akin to the Angles, as the Eddas, of which the Elder or Poetic Edda
Saxons, and Jutes, who formed so important an dates possibly from the lOth and 11th centuries,
element in the parent stock of the English and the younger or Prose Edda from about the
people.
12th century. It is from the Eddas that ·we gyt
The Scandinavian people have spread beyond our stories of Odin and Thor and the other gods
the limits of their homeof northern mythology.
0
1
lands, colonizing Iceland, , _ . N THE F R z E N N O·R T H
Besides the Eddas, there
which is nqw united with : :
. ·
are many sagas historical
Denmark under the same
.. .; .:
. · · or legendary tales first
king, and Greenland, which
··· ·-:
.
~
told by the sagaman or
is a Danish colony. Else. 1 story-teller.
where Scandinavian emi···
The modern period in
gr~nts have become
Scandinavian
literature
merged ~th the peoples
had its real beginning in
of other nations, as in the
the 18th centliry. The
case of the Northmen who
Danish-Norwegian dramasettled in Normandy, Engtist Holberg (1684-1754),
land, and Russia, adopting
who has been called " the
the language and customs
Moliere of the North,'' and
of the people of those
the Swedish romantic poet ·
countries.
Tegner (1782-1846) were
From about A.D. 850,
prominent figures in their
Denmark, Sweden, and
own lands ; but Hans
·N orway existed as separChristian Andersen of
ate kingdoms, but from
Denmark (1805-75), the
the Union of Kalmar The Lapps live in northern Scandinavia and spend wonderful teller of fairy
their lives. fishing, hunting, and tending their reindeer,
(1397) until 1524 they
tales, was the first to beenjoyed a united government. Denmark and come a general favourite, and to be adopted
Norway remained united until the Congress -of by the whole world. (See Andersen.)
Vienna in 1815. (See articles on the separate
As Andersen showed what the world of fairycountries.)
land was like, so other great Scandinavian
The kinship of the Scandinavian peoples is writers, ·in the latter part of the 19th century,
evidenced by the simi1arity of their languages, portrayed the world of reality and delved into
which are still so much alike that Norwegians, the problems of life. To this period belong the
Danes; and Swedes can understand one another Nor:wegian novelist and dramatist, Bjornson,
fairly well. It was not until about A.D. 1000 and the Norwegian dramatist, Ibsen (see Bjorn..
that sufficient differences grew up in the parent son; Ibsen). Their Swedish contemporary,
Scandinavian tongue to form the three dialects Strindberg, possessed great powers, but his
which have developed into the Swedish, Nor- work wag ma:rred by his bitter pessimism.
wegian, and Danish languages of to-day.
Selma Lagerlof of Sweden, through her stories,
A Hardy and Adventurous Race
brought abuut a return to the world of imaginaThe Scandinavians remained for a long tjme a tion and romance. But Andersen Nexo of
people of action. The sea was all about them, Denmark, who pictured the peasant life of his
inviting them to seek fortune and· adventure own country with great power. and fine underupon its stormy waters, while the stern and standing in " Pelle the Conqueror," as well as
rugged land could not be conquered without Johan Bojer and Knut Hams~n of Norway, who
a strenuous and prolonged struggle. Scandi- use more sombre colours, turned again to
navian literature, therefore, begins rather late, realistic studies of life ~s it is.
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